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Do you know what my logo means?

Janus is the roman god of beginnins

and transitions.

He is usually depicted as having

two faces because he represents

the past and the future.

I decided to put traditional creamers (past)

in the display window (future)

so that the gelato is made right

in front of your eyes.

 

Alfredo



A new way of making gelato "in front

of the customer's eyes" without the

traditional laboratory. A single

machine is used to prepare and serve

a gelato that is always fresh and

creamy thanks to the continuous

churning system.

Prepared at the time, in front of the

customer, at Alfredo the gelato is

always freshly made.

THE IDEA

Alfredo
concept

Experience and passion have

created blends that satisfy both

palate and sight through a sensorial

experience with a phylosophy to

keep on looking for the rightbalance

between raw materials, recipes and

production.

The finest ingredients, a balanced

structure, a creaminess and a

smoothness are the distinctive

characteristics of our gelato.
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ALFREDO'S GELATO



Alfredo
store

DESIGN

Alfredo's format presents itself

as a path where, through sight,

one arrives straight to

sensations: everything revolves

around the concept

of showing and seeing.

Starting from only 50 square

meters we can include the

gelato, fruit and coffee shop

module.

AFFILIATION

- Turnkey solutions

- Location analysis

- Executive shop design

- Furnishing and equipping

- Machine installation

- Marketing activities

- Staff training

 



In just 20 square meters gelato

parlor, fruit shop and cafeteria.

Ideal in a shopping center, in a

train station or inside an airport.

Maximum profitability in a small

space.
 

 

FORMAT

Alfredo
kiosk

- 8-12 gelato machines

- 1 frozen yoghurt machine

- 1 whipper

- 1 blender

- 1 automatic orange squeezer

- 1 mixer

- 1 extracted juice machine

- 1 coffee machine

- 1 chocolate fountain

EQUIPMENT



Alfredo
mobile

Dynamic

EQUIPMENT

- 6 gelato machines

- 4 positive freezer

- coffee machine, frozen yoghurt

machine, blender, electric

waffels maker 

- interior lightning 

- 8 storage box

- elecrical system approved 

- electric panel and lifesaver

- stainless steel sink

- water pump system with 2 tanks

- towing cart 



Alfredo
mobile

Dream
Cup

EQUIPMENT

- 2 gelato machines

- 2 positive freezer

- interior lightning

- 2 shelfs under the counter

- elecrical system approved up to

5.5kw consists of 6 outlets

- electirc panel and lifesaver

- tap with clinical lever

- stainless steel sink

- water pump system with 2 tanks 

- towing cart 
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